
Hello from Texas where it all started y’all, 

 

     I have a few straightforward questions I’d love for ya to ponder and answer honestly . Then act on if y’all are able to and if ya’all 

are feeling it to be the right thing to do. If y’all are able to get y’alls “Light-Bulb” or “Ah-Ha” moment early on just let me know. It 

will be greatly appreciated. Now remember don’t be shy if ya get it early, and don’t hesitate when ya do get it, cuz it does matter. 

     Alright here we go, wait hold-em up real quick, here’s a quick notation: I’m doin this cuz I think the world of ya and I’m just 

curious if we are on the same page is all. I’m just bringing this to y’alls attention like I should. Brining value to people is a worthy 

venture we can all agree on. It’s A-Okay to evaluate good information when making a impactful decision. 

     Okay now we can begin with a huge Texas heart leadin the way. This may not be perfect  grammar, but this time it’s actually the 

content and y’alls responses that truly matters here and will make all the difference. Y’all will see as ya read through these 

important questions I have for ya. Now remember y’all gotta answer them honestly and only y’all and y’alls Maker up above will 
know it. I trust and believe in ya that ya will be truthful with me. I just wanted to make that plan as day now and just so’s y’all know 

it to be true. Now go on ahead and begin readin these questions and answering them honestly to the best of y’alls ability . 

1. Do ya support, are ya loyal to, do ay have faith in, do ya believe in, trust the judgement of, respect the personal due 

diligence research of, do ya really and truly know in your heart of hearts that they wouldn’t steer ya wrong, and do ya truly 

trust that they just possibly are being inspired and maybe they ’re merely listening to their inner whispers in bringin to 

y’alls attention a worthy venture for y’all to do together as ya both have a good, great, or phenomenal connection or 

relationship with and who may just be a family member, friend, co-worker, boss, employee, congregational ally – in God ya 
both trust, community congregational ally – in God ya both trust, community acquaintance, or past acquaintance? Does 

y’alls connection or friendship mean something to ya both and when the rubber meets the long and winding road are ya 

gonna be walkin it together one foot in front of the other as ya both have each other’s backs. When either falters will ya be 

there to support each other as y’all are supposed to do and as y’all know it would do the same for y’all? 

2. Do ya wanna help anyone achieve their goals, dreams, and bucket list items as they help ya achieve y’alls goals, dream, and 

bucket list items?  

3. Do ya wanna be on the journey with anyone as ya both stumble and fall forward and fail forward your way to success? 

4. Do ya wanna help anyone pay value and a worthy venture forward in an enormous ripple effect for good? … mmmm that’s 

actually a mighty fine proposition, doin good is always in style . 
5. Do ya have the capacity to seek out the positive and the good that they’ve seen, paid attention to, experienced, witnessed, 

and are already working on paying forward? 

6. Do ya think that becoming legally certified with someone for a mere $75.00, which is only required once, is realistic as your 

helped in studyin and passin all current market certifications available for I. C. E. C.’s? 

7. Do ya think that $24.95 is a necessary and a realistic amount to have as a monthly fee to be able to legally register and 

certify I. C. E. C.’s – Independent Certified Energy Consultants and legally enroll energy consumers in deregulated areas in 

the U. S., all over Japan, and in Canada and all future markets that come available due to deregulation from a patented 

secured website? 

8. Do ya think ya could y’all use a pay check/direct deposit every single Friday and one on every single 15th of the month for 
just staying active in referring a basic necessary service we all use and would hate to live without and paying the 

occupational opportunity of becoming a fellow I. C. E. C. Independent Certified Energy Consultant forward. A truly 

worthy business venture to do be doin together? Oh my, Yes, I do actually see the potential and it does have merit. 

9. Do ya think helping y’alls customers get 15 or more customers to get up to and including free energy is a worthy venture 

to be a part of as the company will divide the 15 customer’s bill by the billing cycle days and credit that to their bill or give 

them a check for the amount depending on the state and the market they ’re located in? This bein all months of the year and 

this bein year in and year out. That seems pretty fair to me and a good deed deserves to be compensated by those doin the 

good deed, right? Y’all help refer customers in and y’all are rewarded. That to me is a large Texas Yippie and Yessuree! 

Just so ya know that I. C. E. C.’s can also be customers in deregulated areas. I’m just letting ya know. Knowledge is 
POWER! 

10. Do ya think that word of mouth is the best way to network basic necessities to those we have a good, great, or phenomenal 

connection with or friendship with? Aren’t we all tired of bein bombarded with commercials. It’s truly refreshin to converse 

with people who have our personal best interests at heart? Well of course it is refreshing.  People directly supportin people 

is more fulfillin all the way around. It just is and that is a true fact. 

11. Do ya think sharin the energy toll booth wealth is a good thing for a company to do for regular people like y’all and me and 

those that we care about? Sure why not it’s only fair and the right thing to do as I see it. 

12. Do ya think it’s great y’all don’t have to be sales people, just referral people of a basic service that everyone already uses 

and needs and people can support y’all personally and simply by switching and upgrading that basic service that’s makin all 

our lives pretty darn comfortable? Y’all can do it now or at the end of y’alls current contract. Now that’s truly refreshin. 
Well that’s really how simple it is y’all. Support the person y’all have a good, great, or phenomenal connection or 

relationship with over just bein supportive and loyal to just any ole’ company, right? Ya do this no matter how good the 



company has been to ya. People have really gotta matter more to us and it’s the right thing to do and we all know this to be 

true. We know that the people we have a good, great, or phenomenal connection with or relationship with have just really 

gotta pay their bills and be self-reliant and should be able to get closer to their goals, dreams, and bucket-list items. If we 

can help them then we should by switching and upgrading to the company that they’ve partnered with. It actually makes 

sense. It ain’t gonna hurt that company to much if ya decide to support the ones who mean somethin to ya, right? Doin this 
over them good ole companies is okay to do and it just makes sense, if ya really think about it? We all know that no 

company’s energy is better than another company’s energy. Y’all are merely just supporting some person personally that 

y’all know and have a good, great, phenomenal connection or relationship with. Y’all know that this will mean the world to 

that particular person and their current or future family, right? If it’s a little lower or higher it’s comes down to who we 

really are supportin and why. 

13. Okay now, keep bein honest with y’alls selves and with me. Y’all have referred something before, right? Well what was it 

and why did ya do it? Did ya get paid for it? Did ya do it anyway? Wouldn’t it have been nice to get a little compensation 

for y’alls word of mouth and face to face advertising on what brought y’all value on behalf of the product, service or 

company? Did ya feel bad afterwards whether they decided to take y’alls advice about it or not? Heck no, all ya simply 
wanted to do is pay something forward that ya found valuable to y’all personally, right? Of course, that’s right. 

14. Do y’all think it’s great that y’all will ever really only need about 20-25 customers each to open up all the company’s 

phenomenal and outstanding raises and bonuses that they’ve made available to y’all. Which will keep y’all in “Active“ 

status. This is what y’all want anyway. While y’all are doing this y’all help other fellow I. C. E. C.’s get their 20-25 

customers each too? Ya do this whether you brought this to someone’s attention or if someone else did, we all help each 

other like a family should, right? If ya just happen to get more customers well then that simply blesses ya’all all the more, 

right and ain’t that just really nice of y’all both to be doin? Well, I think it’s mighty fine of y’all. 

15. Do ya want to bring value to people together with other like-minded people and make a difference in the lives of others? 

Well then why hesitate or make unnecessary excuses that are in fact and should be the very reasons that y’all either become 

a loyal personal customer or ya become an I. C. E. C. business partner workin side by side startin today with the one person 
who saw the potential y’all have doin it together and who just happened to have brought this to y’alls attention. The 

worthy venture starts today, and ya know in your heart of hearts that I’ve been speaking the truth and askin great 

questions for ya to ponder and answer honestly. 

16. Do ya think it’s a great opportunity when you can support or be supported by those y’all have a good, great, or phenomenal 

connection with or relationship with? Of course, the answer is a resounding, Yippers! 

17. If ya didn’t have to quit y’alls current job, occupation, or career, or maybe ya might wish to quit in the future, but do this 

occupation opportunity with them in y’alls spare-time to improve and enhance y’all quality of life, their quality of life, and 

all those y’all pay this forwards quality of life too. Now come on could ya at least give us 6 months to a year in referring 

and sharing one day at a time? Now come on ya know that is a great way to spend the next 6 months to a year, with me? 
It’s productive, proactive, positive, profound, and just the right thing for y’all to do within y’alls spare-time. 

18. Do ya think it’s great that y’all can also be in it for the long run too if it turns out to be a good thing gone phenomenal and 

that y’all will never give up on each other. That y’all will both help each other retire early and help others to do the same as 

y’all go along? Having y’alls energy bill company actually helping y’all pay all y’alls many bills and makin y’alls goals, 

dreams, and bucket list items a reality has gotta matter, and it will make a profound difference in the world to y’all. 

19. What if all interviews were like this, wouldn’t that be nice? Well that’s what this was and let’s now go over y’alls answers 

and then go from there, how does that sound to ya? 

20. What if we now watched some short easy to share videos so that y’all can see what I’ve seen and make an educated decision 

based on good, relevant, current, and productive information that I’ve found useful and that has actually been worthy my 
time? 

     This little questionnaire was an interview from me to y’all and y’alls answers will set the pace for the next course of actions 

we’ll be taking together.  

     Now remember that y’all just gotta go all in together with me for a time and then reap the benefits of our efforts, our labor, 

and all the seeds y’all are gonna plant with me as we retire yourself if y’all are not already retired, y’alls spouse if y’alls spouse 

isn’t already retired, help y’alls children and relatives be self-reliant with their own money that they’ve earned fair and square 

by referrin and sharin just as y’all will be doin with me. Doin this with all those who mean somethin to y’all is good?  

     Refer the hats off of a simple basic necessary energy service and sharin the lights off this phenomenal, life changing for the 

better, occupational opportunity as an I. C. E. C. together with me to y’alls hearts content and do this til the cows come home 

and that’s what it’s merely all about. Referrin and bring to peoples attention isn’t all that complicated and could be fun.  Just by 
way of sayin ya know that if ya looked up reviews on any of the companies that y’all are using right now, they’d have bad 

reviews too. Every company in the known universe has good reviews and bad ones. It comes down to if ya will just trust in me. 

     Hey, just so y’all know if ya don’t have the $75.00 and the $24.95 at this very moment in time, it’s all good. Let’s brainstorm 

about that and y’all can at least start taking the free I. C. E. C. e-course to study for the Certifications while y’all work on that. 



I’m here for ya, just so ya know. Y’alls got this and We’ve got this. Y’all are in this for y’alls selves, but never by y’alls selves. I 

just want y’all to know that right here and now. That’s a great feelin to have sittin in y’all heart, right? 

     There are free get-togethers and some free and some that cost some money trainings coming up that y’all just gotta attend, 

with me. Y’all gotta see how many like-minded and good-hearted people are out there doin this with us. I’ll show you the 

calendar. 

     So are ya IN with ME? Y’all sayin, Yes, cuz y’all get what I bringing to y’alls attention. Ya got y’alls “Light-Bulb” or “Ah-

Ha” moment and ya want to do something about it and take action right here and right now. 

     All right then here’s what we need to do today. I’m here with ya every step of the way going forward and let’s get started till 

we take the training wheels off y’alls phenomenal abilities to refer and share. 

     We’re gonna help ya get legally registered and then help y’all get legally certified in all current markets as an I. C. E. C. – 

Independent Certified Energy Consultant partnered with largest Gen-Tail – (Generation and Retail) companies in the United 
States of America Vistra Energy, which is Energy Generation and Ambit Energy, which is Energy Retail.  

     Remember the onetime fee of $75.00 is what y’all pay to get legally registered with the company and it covers all of the 

Certifications y’all will be takin. If new certification become available all ya need to do is study them and take them as soon as 

y’all are able too. They won’t cost any extra out of pocket, just time and effort to complete on y’alls part and it’s that simple. 

     All y’all business expenses and potential travel is tax deductible now as a self-employed, I. C. E. C. partner partnered with 

Vistra Energy and Ambit Energy. That’s gonna be a positive game changer for y’alls pocket books and bank accounts and that’s 

better than good that’s phenomenal and about time too. 

     A legal practicing I. C. E. C. can live anywhere in the United States, Japan, and Canada. Or any future markets wor ldwide 

that will open up due to energy deregulations as it’s goin global.  

     A customer can only become a legally enrolled, of their own free will and personal choice, in any deregulated area markets 

that currently exist in the United States, Japan, or Canada. Or as any future energy markets become available worldwide, they 

will be able to legally enroll as a personal customer to support y’all as a person.  

     Now all ya need to do is to hand this questionnaire to those that y’all are feelin inspired to from y’alls inner whisperer. It’s 
time to see how far it will travel, how many lives it will positively, profoundly, and proactively improve and enhance, and h ow 

wide y’all wallet and bank accounts grow as it will bless all who come in contact with it and who will let it. How it will take 

ya’all closer and closer to y’all goals, dreams, and bucket list items becoming real and live and in person.  

     People Helping People Pay this Forward and putting other people’s paychecks before y’alls own is the only way it works. 

Let’s go make a difference today and every day from today forward.  

     Everyone deserves to not be pre-judged and to make their own personal choice and to be able to attain their own “Light -

Bulb” or Ah-Ha” moment. Then to actually do something positive, profound, and productive with what’s been brought to their 

attention. A last note: We all have to be bad at something before we become good at something and that’s just a simple fact . 

A General Word from Vistra Energy/Ambit Energy 

     Why do we require you to be legally registered and compliance certified? In some cases, certification is required by law. But  
Ambit requires you to be certified in markets even where there’s no legal requirement.  
 
     Getting certified shows that you’re committed to your local laws, to your business, to your customers, to your fellow I. C.E.C.s, 
to our companies, and to always doing business the right way and legally and within each markets individual compliance 
requirements. It’s a clear demonstration that you’ve taken the time to familiarize and when needed re-familiarize yourself with the 
energy market, deregulation and with Vistra and Ambit’s commitment to always doing business the right way  everywhere.  

     Simply put, bein legally registered and bein compliance certificated is an important part of our mission to become the finest, 
most-respected retail energy provider in every market we serve here in the United States, Japan and Canada and worldwide.  

     We never sacrifice Integrity for growth and require every one of our I. C. E. C. - Independent Certified Energy Consultants to do 
the same. Being on the same page no matter where you live with being legally registered and compliance certified matters and 
makes all the difference. This is what trust is based and built on and people, connections, relationships, and companies flourishes 
because of trust.     

CONTACT NAME:____________________________________   and PHONE:_________________________________ 


